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1. Introduction 
Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group with finite center, K 
a maximal compact subgroup of G. A spherical function on G is by 
definition a continuous function q5 s 0 on G satisfying 
s #WY) dk = $64 +(Y) X,Y EG, K 
dk denoting the normalized Haar measure on K. 
Let Lb(G) denote the space of functions on G which are integrable 
on G and bi-invariant under K. Under the L1-norm and convolution 
product on G, LQ is a commutative Banach algebra. Its maximal ideals 
are all of the form 
where 4 is an arbitrary bounded spherical function on G [(3), p. 4101. 
The present paper gives an explicit parametrization of the set of bounded 
spherical functions on G (Theorem 2.1). 
2. The bounded spherical functions 
We begin by recalling Harish-Chandra’s parametrization of the set of 
spherical functions on G. Let g and f denote the Lie algebras of G and K 
respectively, p the orthogonal complement of f in g with respect to the 
Killing form (,) of g. Let a C p be a maximal abelian subspace, fl the 
dual space of a, flc and ac their respective complexifications. If h E (lc let 
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e, 71 E A be determined by h = e + iq. Fix a Weyl chamber a+ in a, let 
A,. denote the corresponding set of positive roots, and n the nilpotent 
subalgebra CUEd+ gU , where 
ga = {Xcg l[H:X] = a(H)X for all H E a}* 
Let A and N be the analytic subgroups of G which correspond to a 
and tt and if g E G let H(g) E a be determined by g E K exp H(g)N. 
As usual we put 
where mrr = dim(g,), the multiplicity of the root a. Let Ad, denote the 
adjoint representation of G and W the group of linear transformations of 
a induced by those elements of the group Ado(K) which leave a invariant. 
The Weyl group W acts on A via the exponential mapping and on AC by 
duality: If s E W, h E (lc, then sh is given by sh(H) = X(s-lH), H E a; 
h is called regzllar if sh # h for all s f e in W. 
According to a theorem of Harish-Chandra, all the spherical functions 
on G are given by 
and +A = 4, if and only if h = sp for some s E W. 
Theorem 2.1. Let C, denote the convex hull of the points sp(s E W). 
Then $,, is bounded if and only if h = ,f + iq belongs to the tube 
A + iC, . 
Let +a denote the dual cone of a+, i.e. 
+a =(HEa)(H,H’) ~0 for H’E a+] 
and put -a = -(+a), that is the set of negatives of the elements in 
+a. For X E rl” let H,+ E ac be determined by (H, HA) = X(H) for H E a. 
We put also (X, p) = (HA , H,) for X, p E A”, and 1 h j = (h, h>l12 if 
h E /1. Polynomials on aC can be viewed as polynomials on & by means 
of the mapping X -+ Hh . 
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Lemma 2.2. #,, is bounded z. -H, E Cl(a+ n (-a + HP)), Cl denoting 
closure. 
Proof. Let da and dh denote Haar measures on A and A respectively 
such that the Fourier inversion formulas on A and on A hold without 
multiplicative constants. Let the Haar measure dn on N be normalized 
such that 
3 
e-2Puflo(n))) & = 1, 
N 
0 denoting the Cartan involution k exp X ---f k exp(-X) (k E K, X E p) 
on G. Then we normalize the Haar measure dg on G such that 
jJ(g) dg = lKANf(kan) e2P(loga) dkdudn 
for each integrable function on G. Here log a is the element in a satisfying 
exp(log a) = a. In particular, letf ELh(G) and put 
Ff(a) = pJ(lOV) 
i J (an) dn* 
By the Fubini theorem F, exists almost everywhere on A and 
(1) I eD(loga)Flri(a) da < CO. A 
Now for each HE a+, 
--srlw G -707 StW 
[see (2), p. 2801 so if A+ = exp a+, we have 
i 
e-s,‘l”ga)F!r!(a) da < 
A+ i 
e-n(loga)Flfl(u) da 
A+ 
,< 
I 
e~(l”ga’Fif,(u) da 
A+ 
since 7 + p is nonnegative on a+. Using (1) and the Weyl group invariance 
ofFlf, [(2), p. 2611 it follows that if w is the order of IV, then 
w-1 
s 
e-n(loga)2;‘lfl(u) da < j eP(loga)Fifl(a) da < CO. 
A A 
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But calculating with the positive functions dill and ) f 1 we have by the 
Fubini theorem, 
j-, d&>l f(g)1 4 = s, (j, e-(“+‘)(H(gk)) 41 f(g)1 4 
I IfW e- 
(n+dGI(a~)$o(10~a) da dn = AN s e-q’*oga)F,f,(u) da. A 
Thus 
w-l 1, &,Jg)lf(g)l dg < JA e~(loga)Flf((u) da < CO for all CELL 
which obviously implies that &, , and therefore d,, , is bounded. 
Lemma 2.3. Suppose that c#~ is bounded and that -H,, E CZ(a+). 
Then 7 + p is nonegative on a+. 
Proof. Let m = B(N) and the Haar measure dti on m normalized by 
dti = O(dn). Then by (2), p. 288-291 
Assume first -H,, E a+. If H E a+ and a, = exp tH (t E R) then 
e(iA-o)(Hi(atfia~‘)) e-(iA+o)(H(A)) dJ = lim e(iA-~)(H(~~tih,~)) e-(iA+~)(H(ti)) ds 
IJ t+m 
This interchange is justified in (2), p. 287-293 by means of 
(2) H(H) E CZ(+a), H(n) - H(~,ila,-~) E CZ(+a). 
For later purposes we use (2) to give a different justification of the 
interchange. Choose E such that 0 < E < 1 and H, + EH,, E a+. The 
left integrand above is then majorized by 
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which is integrable ((2), p. 291 or (I)). Thus we may conclude 
lim 
J 
&‘A-dW(qAa,‘)) e-(iA-dVWi)) & = 
J 
e-(iA+dW(A)) dn; 
t-tr & R 
The right hand side is Harish-Chandra’s function c(A) which by our 
assumption about X is # 0 (cf. (I)). This shows that 
lim +,(a,) et-iA+P)(lO!ZU() 
t-i * 
exists and is # 0. Taking absolute values we deduce (v + p)(H) > 0 
as desired. 
Finally, we consider the case when -H,, lies on the boundary of a+. 
We first prove a modified formula for the spherical function. 
Let HI E CZ(a+), let A, denote the set of 01 E A+ such that a(H,) = 0, 
let A, = A, - A, , and let E, and xz , respectively, denote the analytic 
subgroups of N with Lie algebras 
Let 2pi denote the sum of the roots in di with multiplicity, (i = I, 2). 
The groups RI and ma are closed nilpotent subgroups on which we can 
select Haar measures dgl , dg2 such that the product measure de1 x dti2 
-- 
corresponds to dfi under the diffeomorphism (tir , tia) -+ qna of mI x mz 
onto 57. 
Proposition 2.4. Let a E A satisfy a(log a) = 0 for N E A, . Then 
where the constant c equals 
Proof. Put P = ih - p, v = -iA - p. Then since a centralizes fll , 
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The subgroup of G generated by N1 and 0Nr is semisimple, normalizes 
Na, and has an Iwasawa decomposition compatible with G = K&V. 
Decomposing fii accordingly, iii = k,a,n, , the last expression is found 
to be 
Since the map ?z, A- alii2a; ’ has Jacobian exp(-22p,(H(%i))) the integral 
becomes 
as was to be proved. 
In order to finish the proof of Lemma 2.3 take Hr = -H, in the 
discussion above. If H E Cl(a+) such that cu(H) = 0 for 01 E d, , U(H) > 0 
forolEd,weputa = a, = exptH(tER)inProp.2.4andlett-+ $00. 
We can then take the limit under the integral sign because of the 
inequalities above combined with the integrability of exp(<q - p)(H(tia))) 
(cf. (1)). Consequently (q + p)(H) > 0 as before. Finally, let H, E a+- 
be arbitrary. Its projection H,’ on the plane 
x1 = (HEa j a(H) = 0 for ,Edr} 
is given by H,’ = n-lZsseW ,sH,, where IV, is the subgroup of W leaving 
r1 pointwise fixed and n its order. Since p(H,, - sH,,) > 0 ((2), p. 280) 
we deduce 
(7 + PWO) = (7 + PWo7 + (7 + PWCI - Ho? 
= (7 + P)(H,‘) + PW - ff,‘) 2 0 
which proves Lemma 2.3. 
Lemma 2.5. The closure of the set 
ULls{a+ n (-a + f4Jl 
is the convex hull of the set of points H,V, , s E W. 
Proof. Let (or ,..., 01~ denote the simple roots such that 
a+ = {H / a,(H) > O,..., c+(H) > O}. 
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Let HI ,..., H, be a basis of a dual to the basis 01~ ,..., 01~ of A. Then the 
Hi form the edges of the closed Weyl chamber CZ(a+). Let Pi denote the 
open half space containing 0 and bounded by the hyperplane rri through 
H, perpendicular to Hi . For s E W let 
and 
Qs = SPI n -0. n sP, n sd 
Q = (J (sP, n ... n sP,). 
SGW 
Then of course Q, = sQe and since 
-a = jc c,H,; cl < O,..., cI < 0’ 
(1 \ 
and 
,o,={H~a+, (Ho-H,H,)>O for i = l,...,Z) 
we have 
(3) 
Next let us prove 
(4) 
Qe = a+ n (-a + HJ. 
Qp = Q n a+. 
The inclusion Q n a+ C Q, being obvious suppose H E Qe . Then 
(Hi, H) < {Hi, H,,? (1 <i,(Z) 
and since Hi , HE CZ(a+) we have by (2), p. 280 
(sHi > fC < (Hi, fC SEW 
so 
proving (4). Now since a = U, CZ(sa+) we deduce from (4) 
(5) 
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so in view of (3) it remains to prove 
(6) CZ(Q) = convex hull of u H,, . 
The right hand side of (6) is clearly contained in the left; let us prove the 
converse. Let si denote the reflection in the hyperplane 01~ = 0. Then the 
hyperplane 7ri passes through the points 
H,, , Hsl, ,..., Hsi_, > Hsi+,o 9.m.y Hs, . 
All these planes z-i ,..., 7~~ meet at HP, the planes z-i ,..., 7ri-i meet in the 
line joining HP and H,, etc. It is therefore clear that the part of the 
boundary of Q which is inside a+ belongs to the convex hull of the points 
H, , HaI, ,-.-, HsI, . Now (6) follows from (4) and (5) so the lemma is 
proved. 
Since +sl 3 &(s E W) Theorem 2.1 follows from Lemmas 2.2, 2.3 
and 2.5. 
Remark. It has been remarked by E. Stein that the boundedness of 
dn for X E A + iC, is an immediate consequence of the maximum 
principle for the entire function h -+ 4A(g) and the fact that 
I +E+iSLk)l G 1 .~EA,sE W,gEG. 
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